Weighted tree languages over semirings lack the expressive power to model computations like taking the average or the discounting of weights in a straightforward manner. This limitation was overcome by weighted tree automata and logics using (a) tree valuation monoids and (b) multioperator monoids. We compare the expressive power of these two solutions and show that a weighted tree language recognizable (resp. definable) over a tree valuation monoid is also recognizable (resp. definable) using a multioperator monoid. For this, we provide direct, semantic-preserving transformations between the automata models and between the respective logics.
Introduction
The fundamental result of Büchi, Elgot, and Trakhtenbrot [1, 2, 8, 20] states the equivalence of recognizability by classical finite-state string automata and definability by means of formulas of monadic second-order (mso) logic. This equivalence result has been extended, in particular, into two directions: (1) from string automata to finite-state tree automata [19, 3] and (2) from the unweighted case to the semiring weighted case [4] . These two generalizations were merged, resulting in the concept of semiring weighted tree languages [7] . The use of a semiring as weight structure restricts the weight computation. All local weights of a run on a tree are accumulated using solely one binary operation, the multiplication of the semiring. This restriction prohibits modeling global weight features, as for example, the average of all local weights [5] , in a straightforward manner. To overcome this limitation two weight structures have been introduced: multioperator monoids (m-monoid), together with the associated multioperator weighted tree automata (m-wta) [13, 14, 18, 10] , and tree valuation monoids (tv-monoids), together with tree valuation weighted tree automata (tv-wta) [5] . Let us briefly recall these devices.
An m-monoid is a commutative monoid equipped with a set of (arbitrary) operations on its carrier. Each transition of an m-wta is equipped with such an operation, such that the arity of the operation coincides with the rank of the transition. For an m-wta, the weight of a run on a tree is obtained by evaluating the operations in a bottom-up manner, according to their occurrences in that run. The weight which an m-wta assigns to a tree is the m-monoid-sum over the weights of all its accepting runs on that tree.
In [10] languages recognizable by m-wta were characterized, in a Büchi-like result, by languages definable by multioperator expressions (m-expressions). Note that if the m-monoid is distributive, tree languages recognizable by m-wta over this m-monoid are also recognizable by semiring weighted tree automata [14] . The m-monoids treated in this work, however, are in general not distributive.
A tv-monoid is a commutative monoid equipped with a mapping Val which maps each unranked tree over elements of the carrier set D to an element of D. For instance, Val can compute the average of all the elements that occur in an unranked tree. The transitions of tv-wta are weighted with values from a given tv-monoid. In order to compute the weight of a tv-wta's run on a tree, the valuation function is applied to the unranked tree that is generated by replacing every node of the input tree by the local weight of the run's respective transition. The tv-wta computes the weight of a tree by forming the tv-monoid-sum of the weights of all its accepting runs on that tree.
In [5] a Büchi-like characterization has been proved for tree languages recognizable by tv-wta using a tree valuation weighted monadic second-order (tv-mso) logic which is defined using an extension of tv-monoids with multiplication (product tv-monoids).
In this paper we compare the expressive power of these two generalizations of the semiring weighted case. Given a tv-monoid D or product tv-monoid we construct the m-monoid A D or A (cf. Construction 13) and compare the following four classes of weighted tree languages over some ranked input alphabet Σ: the class of weighted tree languages Our results are the following (cf. tv-mso and m-expressions with a double exponential bound on the length of the constructed formulas.
The characterizations in (1) and (2) are "up to projection". In Section 4, we show that the class of weighted tree languages recognizable by m-wta is closed under post-composition with monoid homomorphisms. As the projection is a monoid-homomorphism, it can therefore be omitted by using a different m-monoid (cf. Theorem 32). This approach results in a possibly larger class of recognizable tree languages, changing the equality in results (1) and (2) Note that the latter theorem requires A to be regular, but this is actually not needed for the direction
Our results rely on notation from multiple sources. We recall important definitions in Section 2. Readers familiar with these concepts can move on to Sections 3 and 4 and consult the preliminaries if needed.
The running example in this work is centered around the concept of discounting. Discounting plays an important role in mathematical economics and game theory, and is applied to both infinite and finite structures. In our examples, given a binary input tree, we count the number of occurrences of a certain pattern, discounted according to their position in the tree. This manner of discounting is an instance of a more general notion of discounting, as described in, e.g., [15] . [10, 9] , and those for tree valuation monoids on [5] .
The set of all nonnegative integers is denoted by and the set of all nonnegative real numbers by ≥0 . Let + = \ {0} and = ≥0 ∪ {−∞}. For every k ∈ , denote by [k] the set {1, . . . , k}. Thus [0] = , the empty set. Let A and B be sets. We denote the power set of A by P(A) and the cardinality of A by |A|. For i ∈ [2], the projection from A × B to the i-th component is denoted by π i . The image of a function f : A → B is denoted by im( f ). Let k ∈ . Then set Ops (k) (A) = {ω | ω: A k → A} and Ops(A) = k∈ Ops (k) (A). We say that ω ∈ Ops(A) is an operation on A, and ω is k-ary if ω ∈ Ops (k) (A). For every Ω ⊆ Ops(A), let Ω (k) be the set of k-ary operations in Ω.
An alphabet is a finite nonempty set of symbols. Let Σ be an alphabet. The set of finite words over Σ is denoted by Σ * , the empty word by , and the length of a word w ∈ Σ * by |w|. A ranked alphabet is an alphabet Σ that is equipped with a function rk : Σ → which maps every symbol to its rank.
In what follows, let Σ be an arbitrary ranked alphabet, unless specified otherwise. We will tacitly assume that
Let A be a set, and Ω ⊆ Ops(A). A Σ-family of operations in Ω is a Σ-family ω = (ω σ | σ ∈ Σ) such that for every k ∈ and σ ∈ Σ (k) , we have ω σ ∈ Ω (k) . We call the tuple (A, ω) a Σ-algebra (induced by ω) if ω is a Σ-family of operations in Ops(A).
Trees and Tree Languages
A tree domain is a finite, nonempty set W ⊆ ( + ) * such that for every w ∈ ( + ) * and i ∈ + , if wi ∈ W, then w, w1, . . . , w(i − 1) ∈ W. For every w ∈ W, the rank of w in W, denoted by rk W (w), is defined as rk W (w) = |{i ∈ + | wi ∈ W}|. Assume a nonempty set ∆. A function ξ: W → ∆ is an unranked tree over ∆ if W is a tree domain. The set of all unranked trees over ∆ is denoted by T u ∆ . Let ξ: W → ∆ be an unranked tree. We denote the set W by pos(ξ); its elements are the positions of ξ. For every w ∈ pos(ξ), we call ξ(w) the label of ξ at position w and denote the subtree of ξ at w by ξ| w . Let δ ∈ ∆. We say that ξ is δ-free if δ is not in im(ξ).
Assume now a ranked alphabet Σ. A (ranked) tree over Σ is an unranked tree ξ ∈ T u Σ such that rk pos(ξ) (w) = rk(ξ(w)) for each w ∈ pos(ξ). The set of all ranked trees over Σ is denoted by T Σ . Note that T Σ ⊆ T 
, respectively, for every ξ ∈ T Σ . For a thorough introduction to tree languages compare [12] , and for the weighted case see [11] .
Monoids
Let A be a set, • be a binary operation on A, and e ∈ A. The tuple (A, 
is given by
For every k ∈ and a, r 1 , . . . , r k ∈ , we let
Note that, for every k ∈ , θ (k) −∞,Λ is equal to the function 0 (k) specified in the definition above, and thus 0 (k) ∈ Ω (k) . It can be verified that the m-monoid A disc is absorptive. Formally, presume the family Λ = (λ i ∈ ≥0 ) i∈ + . We define the tv-monoid
(Product) Tree Valuation Monoids
u , a ∈ , and j 1 , . . . , j ∈ + , where ∈ , let
Again sum and product are the usual ones on ≥0 extended by −∞.
. It is easy to verify that this valuation function satisfies all requirements and D disc is indeed a tv-monoid. The tv-monoid D Λ disc
can be extended to the ptv-monoid
The additional requirements follow directly from the definition.
Weighted Tree Automata
The concept of runs applies equally to automata over m-monoids and tv-monoids. A run on a tree ξ is an arbitrary relabeling of ξ with states from some set Q. More formally, given a tree ξ ∈ T Σ and a finite set Q, the set of runs on ξ, denoted by R Q (ξ), is the set of unranked trees R Q (ξ) = {r | r : pos(ξ) → Q}.
Multioperator Weighted Tree Automata
Definition 5. A multioperator weighted tree automaton over Σ and A (m-wta) is a triple M = (Q, δ, F ), where Q is a finite, nonempty set (of states), F ⊆ Q (the set of final states), and δ is a Σ-family
for every σ ∈ Σ (k) and k ∈ (the transition family).
In the sequel, let M = (Q, δ, F ) be an arbitrary m-wta over Σ and A.
Let ξ ∈ T Σ and r ∈ R Q (ξ). For every w ∈ pos(ξ), we define δ(ξ, r, w) to be the element of A obtained by well-founded induction on the set of positions of ξ as follows. Define
where ω = δ σ r(w1) . . . r(wk), r(w) , σ = ξ(w), and k = rk(σ). The weighted tree language recognized by M is the mapping M : T Σ → A such that for every ξ ∈ T Σ ,
We say that a weighted tree language L is recognizable by m-wta if there is an m-wta M such that L = M . The class of all weighted tree languages recognized by some m-wta over Σ and A is denoted by Rec(Σ, A). from Example 2. In order to reduce the impact of pattern occurrences within second child trees, we set λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = 0.8, and
, where for q ∈ {q 0 , q 1 }, a,Λ applied at that node. However, both approaches amount to the same, by distributivity of · over +.
Consider the tree in Figure 2 . The three pattern occurrences are shaded in gray, and the number next to each of them is the discounted value it contributes to the weight of the unique run on the tree. The sum of their contributions, and hence the run's weight, is 2.8, as one occurrence is a second child of the root symbol.
Tree Valuation Weighted Tree Automata Definition 7.
A tree valuation weighted tree automaton over Σ and D (tv-wta) is a triple N = (Q, µ, F ) where Q is a finite, nonempty set (of states), F ⊆ Q (the set of final states), and µ is a Σ-family
for every σ ∈ Σ (k) and k ∈ (the transition family). 
. r(wk), r(w))
for each w ∈ pos(ξ) where σ = ξ(w) and k = rk(σ).
The weighted tree language recognized by N is the mapping N :
We say that a weighted tree language L is recognizable by tv-wta if there is a tv-wta N such that L = N . The class of all weighted tree languages recognized by some tv-wta over Σ and D is denoted by Rec(Σ, D).
Example 8. We define a tv-wta which recognizes the discounted number of occurrences of patterns of the form σ(x, σ( y, z)), as already discussed in Example 6 for m-wta. Recall the tv-monoid
from Example 4 and set λ 1 = 1, λ 2 = 0.8, and λ i = 1 for all i > 2. We define the tv-wta
, where for every q ∈ {q 0 , q 1 },
and each other entry of µ is set to −∞. We reconsider the tree from Figure 2 
Logics
We briefly recall unweighted monadic second-order (mso) logic for trees, as it is fundamental both for multioperator expressions and for weighted logics over tree valuation monoids. Then we recapitulate the syntax of m-expressions and tree-valuation-weighted mso. Their respective semantics are defined formally in [10] , resp. [5] .
Fix two disjoint countably infinite sets X 1 and X 2 of first-order and second order variables. The set of variables is X = X 1 ∪ X 2 . We will follow the custom of denoting first-order variables by lowercase letters, e.g., x, y, x 1 , . . . , and second-order variables by capital ones like X , Y , X 1 , . . . .
Definition 9.
The set of monadic second-order logic formulas over Σ (mso formulas) is generated by the EBNF definition
where β is the nonterminal, σ ∈ Σ, i ∈ [maxrk(Σ)], x, y ∈ X 1 , and X ∈ X 2 . Let ϕ be an mso formula. The set of free variables in ϕ is denoted by free(ϕ). The size of ϕ is denoted by |ϕ| and defined by structural induction: the size of an atomic formula is 1, while in the cases that ϕ = ¬ψ, ϕ = ∀x.ψ, or ϕ = ∀X .ψ, we set |ϕ| = |ψ| + 1.
It is straightforward to define macros for the junctors ∨, ⇒, and ⇔ and for the quantors ∃x and ∃X .
The semantics of an mso formula is defined in the conventional manner. We follow the notation of [10] . In particular, we treat tuples (ξ, ρ), where ξ is a tree, and ρ : pos(ξ) → P(V) is a variable assignment over a finite set of variables V, interchangeably with trees over the extended alphabet Σ V = Σ × P(V). The set of valid trees over Σ V is denoted by T Given an m-expression e and some finite set of variables V ⊇ free(e), the semantics of e with respect to V, denoted by e V , is a weighted tree language of type T Σ V → A, following the notation and definitions in [10] . The weight of an invalid tree is 0. Assume a valid tree ξ ∈ T v Σ V
. Then H(ω) (ξ) amounts to evaluating ξ in the Σ V -algebra induced by ω, where variables from V \ U are ignored. Expressions of the form e 1 + e 2 , x e, and X e are evaluated, in the natural way, by the m-monoid's sum. Lastly, β e V (ξ) is e V (ξ) if the mso formula β holds on ξ, and 0 otherwise.
A weighted tree language L : T Σ V → A is definable by m-expressions if there is an m-expression e over Σ and A such that V ⊇ free(e) and e V = L. We denote the class of all weighted tree languages over Σ and A which are the semantics of some m-expression over Σ and A by Def(Σ, A).
Tree Valuation Weighted mso Logic
Definition 11. The set of weighted monadic second-order formulas over Σ and (tv-mso formulas) is generated by the following EBNF definition Let ϕ be a tv-mso formula over Σ and , and V ⊇ free(ϕ) be a finite set of variables. The semantics of ϕ with respect to V, denoted ϕ V , is a weighted tree language of type T Σ V → D. Refer to [5] for its formal definition. In a nutshell, invalid trees are mapped to 0; presuming A weighted tree language L : T Σ V → D is definable by tv-mso formulas if there is a ∀-restricted and strongly ∧-restricted tv-mso formula ϕ over Σ and such that V ⊇ free(ϕ) and ϕ V = L. We denote the class of all weighted tree languages over Σ and D which are the semantics of some tv-mso formula over Σ and by Def(Σ, ), and abbreviate ϕ free(ϕ) by ϕ . We stress that, in a deviation from [5] , the class Def(Σ, ) contains by definition only tree languages definable by syntactically restricted formulas. In contrast to the unweighted case, formulas which are not syntactically restricted allow the definition of weighted tree languages which are not recognizable [5, Example 5.6]. However, these are not relevant in the scope of this work.
The (d 1 , ϕ 1 
and (iii) the family of tree languages
Characterization
In this section, we characterize languages recognizable by tv-wta (or definable by tv-mso formulas) by languages recognizable by m-wta (or definable by m-expressions, respectively). Given a tv-monoid, we construct an m-monoid which allows m-wta and m-expressions to model tv-wta and tv-mso formulas, respectively. At the same time, it is not too powerful, that is, every recognizable or definable weighted tree language over this m-monoid is also recognizable or definable by a tv-wta or tv-mso formula over the original (p)tv-monoid.
We first construct the m-monoid, followed by the examination of the automaton case. Then we investigate the logics and give transformations from one into the other and vice versa.
Construction of the m-Monoid
The m-monoid simulates the internal behavior of tv-wta, i.e., building up unranked trees over the carrier set and afterwards applying the valuation function. The carrier set of the constructed m-monoid is the direct product of values from the tv-monoid and of unranked trees over these values. While solely operations from Ω are used, the pairs' second component models the stepwise construction of trees of values, and the first component their respective valuation. Note that the sum ⊕ does not preserve this property.
Construction 13. Given a tv-monoid D, define the operations⊕: (T
We set pos(ξ 1⊕ ξ 2 ) = pos(ξ 1 ) ∪ pos(ξ 2 ), and for every w ∈ pos(ξ 1⊕ ξ 2 ), 
Observation 15. Let
Then by definition of ⊕, we have that a | a ∈ , k ∈ }, and for every (a 1 , ξ 1 ), (a 2 , ξ 2 ) ∈ A, 
To illustrate the function valtop a , we provide the following example calculation, which is the evaluation of the tree from

Relating m-wta and tv-wta
We define a relation between tv-wta over D and m-wta over A D . A tv-wta N and an m-wta M are related if they share the same states, final states, and whenever the transition weight of N is d, the transition weight of M uses the operation valtop
of the correct arity k. In the following, we formally define this and introduce some intermediate lemmas to show that automata which are related define the same language (up to projection).
Definition 17. Let N = (Q, µ, F ) be a tv-wta over Σ and D, and let M = (Q , δ, F ) be an m-wta over Σ and A D . We call N and M related if
• Q = Q and F = F ;
• for every k ∈ , σ ∈ Σ (k) , and q, q 1 , . . . , q k ∈ Q, it holds that
Since given the tv-wta N (respectively the m-wta M), the m-wta M (respectively tv-wta N ) is uniquely determined, this definition may be considered as a construction.
In the following three statements, let N = (Q, µ, F ) and M = (Q, δ, F ) be related.
Lemma 18. Let ξ ∈ T Σ and r ∈ R Q (ξ) be a run such that µ(ξ, r) is 0-free. Then we have that
Proof. We observe that for d ∈ D and ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k ∈ T u D such that d = 0 and ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k are all 0-free, we have for every
Now, for every position w ∈ pos(ξ) with σ = ξ(w) and k = rk(σ), we can show by induction on the positions of ξ that π 2 (δ(ξ, r, w)) = µ(ξ, r)| w : 
Proof. For every
ξ ∈ T Σ , N (ξ) = r∈R Q (ξ) r( )∈F Val(µ(ξ, r)) = r∈R Q (ξ) r( )∈F π 1 (Val(µ(ξ, r)), µ(ξ, r)) if µ(ξ, r) is 0-free (0, 0) otherwise = r∈R Q (ξ) r( )∈F π 1 (δ(ξ, r, )) (Lemma 19) = π 1 r∈R Q (ξ) r( )∈F δ(ξ, r, ) (Observation 15) = π 1 M (ξ) .
Example 21. Recall the tv-monoid D Λ disc from Example 4, the corresponding m-monoid A D Λ disc from Example 16, and the tv-wta N disc from Example 8. We construct the related m-wta
, where for q ∈ {q 0 , q 1 }, (1) For every ∀-restricted and strongly ∧-restricted tv-mso formula ϕ, there is an m-expression e over Σ and A such that ϕ = π 1 ( e ).
(2) For every m-expression e over Σ and A , there is a ∀-restricted and strongly ∧-restricted tv-mso formula ϕ over Σ and such that π 1 ( e ) = ϕ .
However, both items (1) and (2) in the corollary give rise to a constructed m-expression e (resp. tv-mso formula ϕ) whose size grows nonelementary in the size of the formula ϕ (resp. of the expression e). This means that there is no elementary function f : → such that for every formula ϕ (resp. for every m-expression e) of length n ∈ , the length of the constructed formula ϕ (resp. of the expression e) is bounded by f (n). This is clearly evident from the facts that (i) both the proof of [5, Theorem 5.5] and of [10, Theorem 4.1] make use of the classical result of [19, 3] in order to construct a tree automaton that accepts the tree language of a Boolean subformula; (ii) Boolean mso formulas can be easily embedded both into m-expressions and tv-mso formulas; and (iii) already in the case of mso over finite words, the size of the constructed automata can not be bounded by an elementary function, as satisfiability of this logic is not elementary-recursive [16, 17] , while the emptiness problem of finite string automata can be decided in linear time.
However, this blowup can be avoided by giving an explicit construction for (1), resp. (2), which preserves Boolean subformulas. We will sketch such constructions in the next section.
Relating m-Expressions and tv-mso Formulas
In this section, we give semantics-preserving transformation functions (a) from tv-mso formulas over to m-expressions over A and (b) the other way around. Common structures like Boolean subformulas, disjunction, and existential quantification which are available in both logics are translated directly. Features which are not in the respective other logic are simulated by more complex formulas.
The semantics of tv-mso formulas allows weighting trees with arbitrary values d ∈ D. Since a similar construct is not available for m-expressions we need to guarantee that we can obtain a value d ∈ D independent from the input tree. Hence, we require the ptv-monoid to be regular (cf. page 10).
In the following, let be regular.
First, we outline a semantics-preserving transformation from tv-mso to m-expressions. This can be done by induction on the formula. . . q k , q) of N d by a distinct second-order variable X i . For the sake of readability, X i  is denoted by X (q 1 ...q k ,σ,q) . Denote the set of all such variables by U. A run of N d on ξ then corresponds to a variable assignment of ξ for the variables from U.
In [7, Definition 5.10] there is an mso formula that checks if a run of N d on ξ encoded in this way is indeed a valid run (originally called 'run formula' and denoted by 'ψ M ,ν '). We denote this formula by ϕ run . Since the automaton in [7] has no final states, we use an mso formula ϕ final that additionally enforces the run to end in a final state.
We define ω d as the Σ U -family of operations as follows. For every k ∈ , σ ∈ Σ (k) , and
, and we assign valtop 0 of the correct arity to every other combination of symbol and variables. Finally, we construct the m-expression
where
quantifies over each variable from U, in some arbitrary but fixed order.
As ϕ is strongly ∧-restricted, one of the following cases holds. Case 1: The formula ϕ 1 ∧ ϕ 2 is almost boolean, i.e., according to Observation 12, we have
where
+ abbreviates a finite sum of m-expressions using +.
Case 2: Either ϕ 1 or ϕ 2 is Boolean and the respective other formula is not almost Boolean. Assume that ϕ 1 is Boolean, then t(ϕ
We transform these cases straightforwardly using , +, x , or X , respectively. ϕ = ∀x.ψ: Let free(ϕ) = V. Since ϕ is ∀-restricted, ψ is almost Boolean and, by Observation 12, step(ψ) = (d 1 , ψ 1 ) . . . (d n , ψ n ) . We use second order variables X 1 , . . . , X n to encode a partitioning on the positions of an input tree which corresponds to the partitioning on T v Σ V∪{x} that is induced by the formulas ψ 1 , . . . , ψ n . Given this partitioning, the Σ {X 1 ,...,X n } -family of We will call such a finitary regular. As an example, it is easy to see that is finitary regular if it is left-multiplicative, or if it is left-Val-distributive, as defined in [5] .
Lemma 25. Let ϕ be a ∀-restricted and strongly ∧-restricted tv-mso formula over Σ and , and In the case
because we sum over all possible runs on ξ.
For the case ϕ = ∀x.ψ, recall the correspondence between the recognizable step function of ψ V and the unique partitioning of pos(ξ) into W 1 , . . . , W n induced by the formulas ψ 1 , . . . , ψ n , and encoded by the second-order variables X 1 , . . . , X n . One can prove by well-founded induction on w ∈ pos(ξ) that
Here, ξ[ψ] denotes the tree of values as defined in Section 2.4.2. As a direct consequence,
Finally, we treat the case ϕ = ϕ 1 ∧ ϕ 2 . The subcase that ϕ 1 (resp. ϕ 2 ) is Boolean is trivial. In the other subcase, ϕ is almost Boolean, and step(ϕ)
. It is evident that t(ϕ 1 ∧ ϕ 2 ) encodes the recognizable step function, i.e., π 1
We still must substantiate the claim on the size of t(ϕ). For a finitary regular ptv-monoid , there are still two sources of growth: conjunctions and first-order universal quantifications in ϕ. In the former case ϕ = ψ 1 ∧ ψ 2 , |t(ψ 1 ∧ ψ 2 )| is bounded by the number n ∈ of partitions in the recognizable step function of ψ 1 ∧ ψ 2 , and the sizes of their respective defining mso formulas. By close inspection of the construction in [10] , it can be seen that n may grow exponentially in the case of conjunction, and that each formula is of polynomial size in the size of the input.
A similar argument holds for the case of ϕ = ∀x.ψ. The size of the step function of ψ is bounded exponentially and the size of the family ω ψ is exponential in the size of the step function, since for each subset U ⊆ [n], an operation from Ω must be stored. Hence, the size of the m-expression t(∀x.ψ) is double exponential in |ψ|, and thus in the size of ϕ.
We will now describe the other direction of the logic transformation. Given an m-expression over A , we construct a ∀-restricted and strongly ∧-restricted tv-mso formula over the original ptv-monoid . 
Construction 26. Given the m-monoid
. In the case e = ϕ e , we set t ϕ e = ϕ ∧ t e . The other cases for e are straightforward.
The formula ψ H(ω) consists of finite number of disjunctions and conjunctions of Boolean formulas and values from D, hence it is almost Boolean. As a consequence, the constructed formula t (e) is ∀-restricted and strongly ∧-restricted, as required for definability of weighted tree languages by tv-mso formulas (cf. Section 2.4.2).
Lemma 27. Let e be an m-expression over Σ and A , and V ⊇ free(e). Then
Proof. Consider the case that e = H(ω), for a Σ U -family of operations ω in Ω such that U ⊆ V. By induction on pos(ξ), one can prove the auxiliary property that
. The other cases for e go through easily.
Note that the size of each subformula (2) For every m-expression e over Σ and A , there is a ∀-restricted and strongly ∧-restricted tv-mso formula ϕ over Σ and such that π 1 ( e ) = ϕ . Furthermore, ϕ can be chosen such that its size is in O(|e| · log|e|).
The above theorem poses the question whether it would have been more economical just to establish the connection between tv-mso and m-expressions, and use the Büchi-like results of [5] and [10] in order to receive the according link between m-and tv-recognizability as a corollary. However, as remarked below Theorem 22, the direct construction of automata is very efficient, while the detour over logics would again introduce an unnecessary blowup.
Closure under Homomorphisms
In Section 3, languages recognizable by tv-wta were characterized "up to projection" by languages recognizable by m-wta. In this section we show how to avoid this projection. For this, we need a special property of m-wta based on a construction for semiring weighted tree automata from [6, Lemma 4.8]. and q,q 1 ,. . . ,q k ∈ Q, whenever there is some i ∈ [k] such that q i ∈ F , it holds that
Definition 29. An m-wta
Note that the normal form in [6] requires a single final state, whereas an arbitrary number of final states is admissible here. It is easy to see that every m-wta can be transformed into an equivalent final-state normalized one. One may just add dedicated final states which are disallowed from occurring below other states in a run (by setting the assigned weights of the corresponding transitions to the operation 0 (k) of appropriate arity k). for every c ∈ C, and, respectively, (a, b) ∈ A × B.
where for every k ∈ and mapping f :
This concludes the construction of C. i is in fact a monoid isomorphism. Thus the properties associativity, commutativity, and existence of a neutral element carry over from (A, + A , 0 A ) × B to the additive monoid of C. As every operation θ ∈ Θ is absorptive with respect to 0 C by definition, and application of ext preserves the axioms for the functions 0 (k) ∈ Ω, it follows that C is an absorptive m-monoid. Now let L ∈ Rec(Σ, A). We construct, given an m-wta M with M = L, a final-state normalized m-wta M over C. For a run on an input tree ξ, M mimics the behavior of M on the non-root positions of ξ, computing in A. Finally, when the root of the input tree is reached in a final state, M additionally applies h to the result, yielding an output value in B. We can prove that, by this construction, M = h(L).
Lemma 31 allows us to state the following theorem, in which we again relate the classes of languages recognizable (resp. definable) by m-wta and by tv-wta (resp. by m-expressions and by tv-mso formulas), but now without the projection. Statement (2): Let L ∈ Def(Σ, ) and ϕ be a ∀-restricted and strongly ∧-restricted tv-mso formula such that L = ϕ . Then we know by Corollary 23 that there is an m-expression e over Σ and A such that ϕ = π 1 ( e ) and hence π 1 ( e ) ∈ π 1 (Def(Σ, A )). By [10, Theorem 4.1], we can conclude that π 1 (Def(Σ, A )) = π 1 (Rec(Σ, A )) and by Lemma 31, it follows that there is an m-monoid C such that π 1 (Rec(Σ, A )) ⊆ Rec(Σ, C). Using [10, Theorem 4.1] again, we have that Rec(Σ, C) = Def(Σ, C). Hence, it holds that Def(Σ, ) ⊆ Def(Σ, C) which proves the claim.
A picture visualizing the idea can be found in Figure 3 . As remarked above, with this approach the equality of the classes of languages under consideration in Theorems 22 and Corollary 23 is lost. To show this, it suffices to define an m-wta M over Σ and A (from Theorem 32) such that there is no tv-wta recognizing the same language. Clearly, it is possible to construct an m-wta which, for some input tree ξ ∈ T Σ , does not apply π at the root of ξ. Hence, M (ξ) ∈ (D × T D ), which cannot be recreated by any tv-wta over D. 
Conclusion
In this paper we showed that the languages recognizable by tv-wta (resp. definable by tv-mso formulas) are recognizable by m-wta (definable by m-expressions), and thus gave some insight on the close relation between the two automaton models (cf. Figure 1 , page 3). The automaton equivalence together with the already known Büchi-like results could be used to obtain the semantic equivalence of the definable classes, but led to a nonelementary blow-up when transforming formulas from one logic into the other. We reduced this blow-up by giving direct transformations between the logics and obtained a double exponential upper bound. We also showed that the additional use of the projection in Theorems 22 and Corollary 23 does not lead to an increase in expressive power, by proving the closure of the m-recognizable weighted tree languages under arbitrary monoid homomorphisms.
An open question is how to simplify the logic transformations if even further restricted formulas are given or if the ptv-monoid has additional properties. For example, given a left-multiplicative tv-monoid (cf. [5, p. 43]), the construction of the automaton N d is not necessary in the transformation from tv-mso formulas to m-expressions, as arbitrary values can be created more easily. Similar simplifications could apply for other syntactic restrictions of tv-mso formulas or different properties of ptv-monoids.
